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Abstract

We investigate the financial market dynamics by introducing a heterogeneous agent-based opinion

formation model. In this work, we organize the individuals in a financial market by their trading

strategy, namely noise traders and fundamentalists. The opinion of a local majority compels the

market exchanging behavior of noise traders, whereas the global behavior of the market influences

the fundamentalist agents’ decisions. We introduce a noise parameter q to represent a level of

anxiety and perceived uncertainty regarding the market behavior, enabling the possibility for an

adrift financial action. We place the individuals as nodes in an Erdös-Rényi random graph, where

the links represent their social interaction. At a given time, they assume one of two possible opinion

states ±1 regarding buying or selling an asset. The model exhibits such fundamental qualitative

and quantitative real-world market features as the distribution of logarithmic returns with fat-tails,

clustered volatility, and long-term correlation of returns. We use Student’s t distributions to fit

the histograms of logarithmic returns, showing the gradual shift from a leptokurtic to a mesokurtic

regime, depending on the fraction of fundamentalist agents. We also compare our results with the

distribution of logarithmic returns of several real-world financial indices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For decades now, especially over the last years, financial markets and economic systems

have fascinated researchers and investors worldwide. The effectiveness of methods and tech-

niques from Statistical Mechanics has been a compelling element for the comprehension

of financial dynamics as a complex system [1–5]. Simultaneously, it has been responsible

for developing the interdisciplinary field of Econophysics, where agent-based models have

a significant contribution. In this framework, several models use a set of elementary rules

to represent the agent behavior and interactions. Thus, yielding intense emergent collective

phenomena [6–12].

Oliveira [13, 14] pioneered in the study of opinion dynamics modeled by the majority-vote

model (MVM) with noise, a sociological adaptation of a magnetic spin model that presents

similar critical behavior. Lima et al., Campos et al. and Pereira et al. [15–17] investigated

the effects of complex networks on the MVM social dynamics, thus revealing an ordered

phase over the increasing complexity of these networks. Vilela et al. [9] incorporated the

rational and emotional behavior of agents in financial markets introducing the global-vote

model, inspired by the majority-vote dynamics.

The MVM consists of a comprehensive approach to the study of social dynamics with

interactions embedded in regular and complex networks [13–22]. In this agent-based model

with two states, the individual’s opinion in a given time instant may assume one of the two

values, ±1, regarding some social discussion. Furthermore, an agent in the social network

assumes the opinion of the majority of its neighboring spins with probability (1 − q) and

the opposite opinion with probability q. The variable q stands for the noise parameter of

the model and measures the social unrest or social temperature of the system. The MVM

exhibits a second-order phase transition for a critical noise value q = qc ≈ 0.075 in square

lattice networks of social interactions [13].

Complex Networks consist of a natural preference to the study of real-world complex

systems, such as climate analysis, biological neural connections, World Wide Web, public

transportation, airline networks, financial markets, among others [23–26]. In this context,

the random graph networks describe the topology of a set of N nodes connected with chance

p, thus introducing a fundamental probability distribution over graphs. The Erdös-Rényi

algorithm is one well-known method for the assembly of random graph networks. The
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method connects an initial set of N isolated nodes by adding a total of pN(N−1)/2 random

links between them, while double connections are forbidden [27, 28].

In Figure 1, we illustrate the Erdös-Rényi process of building a random graph network

with N = 10 and 〈k〉 = 3. We also present the averaged degree distribution P (k) over ten

networks with N = 2× 104 nodes and several values of 〈k〉. The lines correspond to Poisson

fits for the data with average degree 〈k〉 = pN , in agreement for the degree distribution of

random graphs for large networks.

FIG. 1: Illustration of the Erdös-Rényi process of building random graph networks. From

(a) to (d), N = 10 isolated nodes are connected by adding a total of pN(N − 1)/2 random

links between them. While double connections are forbidden, the final network has 〈k〉 = 3.

In (e) we show the degree distribution P (k) averaged over ten networks for 〈k〉 = 6, 8, 10

and 20 with N = 2× 104. The lines represent Poisson fits for the data.

Modern financial markets operate as a complex system. Its dynamics depend not only on

the rational strategy of the individual but also on the emotional circumstances that define the

investor’s psyche. At first, individual decisions might seem challenging to model; still, social

agents tend to follow a herding behavior, as they feel sheltered when the crowd is endorsing

their choices. In this way, trader social dynamics is reasonably attainable [29, 30]. This

bias to follow a significant group is often embraced by less experienced agents, denominated
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noise traders. They are highly susceptible to the dominant opinion and tend to overreact to

fresh news regarding buying or selling.

In contrast, other traders, denominated noise contrarian traders or fundamentalists, fol-

low the global minority in a given market as an investment strategy. Thus they buy when

stock prices decline and sell when the prices increase [30–34]. Therefore, their decision-

making process drives the asset price to its fundamental value.

Inspired by the global-vote model for financial markets [9], we propose to investigate

the influence of random graph networks on the time evolution of financial markets quantity

measures. This work employs an opinion formation model to study the economic mechanics

of noise traders and contrarian individuals interacting through a random graph of social

influence.

This work is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the global-vote opinion

formation model for financial markets and present the relevant quantities analyzed in our

simulations. In Section III, we present the numerical results obtained along with the corre-

sponding discussions. Section IV concludes with our final remarks.

II. THE MODEL

We represent the financial agents on the market and their interactions using a complex

network structure. We place N agents on the nodes of a random graph network, where

the links represent the interaction between the agents in the market. We map the agent’s

financial decision (opinion or option) at a given time t by a spin variable, which may assume

one of two values: +1 or −1, regarding buying or selling an asset. Furthermore, to model

the essential dynamics of real-world financial markets, we randomly distribute two sets of

individuals: a fraction f of fundamentalist traders, also referred to as noise contrarians, and

the remaining fraction 1 − f of noise traders. We use the spin variables λ and α to stand

for the financial option of noise traders and contrarian agents, respectively.

We introduce a noise parameter variable q to model a financial level of anxiety and

perceived uncertainty present in the market. In this study, q influences contrarian and noise

traders’ decisions and represents the probability of performing an inaccurate financial action.

In other words, q is the chance for an agent to choose the opposite of his standard strategy

when negotiating in the financial market.
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A. Noise Traders

A noise trader individual i, with opinion λi, assumes the same opinion of the majority of

its neighbors with probability 1 − q, and the opposite option with probability q. We write

the opinion flipping probability for the noise trader agent i as follows

ω(λi) =
1

2
[1− (1− 2q)cλλisgn(m)] , (1)

where sgn(x) = −1, 0,+1 for x < 0, x = 0 and x > 0, respectively. Here, cλ stands for the

agent strategy, where we set cλ = +1 to model the noise traders trend to agree with the

local majority of their neighbors. The variable m quantifies the local predominant opinion,

or local magnetization, defined as

m =

ki∑
δ=1

λi+δ. (2)

The summation is over all the ki neighboring agents connected to the trader at node i,

with opinion λi. From Eq. (1), when q = 0 the noise trader adopts its local predominant

opinion. When we increase the market anxiety parameter q, the noise trader tends to follow

the opposite opinion of its local majority.

B. Noise Contrarians

A fundamentalist agent tends to follow the market’s minority opinion with probability

1 − q, while following the majority opinion with chance q. We define the prevailing option

of the system as a global magnetization, which influences noise contrarian traders’ financial

option. The option of a noise contrarian agent j, αj, flips with probability

ω(αj) =
1

2
[1− (1− 2q)cααjsgn(M)] , (3)

where cα is defined as the fundamentalist’s strategy, and since these individuals tend to

agree with the global minority of the system, cα = −1, for all noise contrarian agents.

The variable M measures the average market opinion of the system, thus revealing the

economic order. The magnetization M accounts for the financial opinion of every agent on

the market, and is evaluated as
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M =
1

(Nλ +Nα)

(
Nλ∑
i=1

λi +
Nα∑
j=1

αj

)
, (4)

where Nλ = N(1 − f) stands for the number of noise trader agents in the network and

Nα = Nf represents the number of noise contrarian agents. For M = 1, every agent on the

market has an option equal to +1. Similarly, M = −1 denotes a market configuration where

every agent opinion is equal to −1. M = 0 represents the case where half of the agents

have opinion +1 and the other half −1. Additionally, intermediate values of M infer the

dominant opinion of the market.

We remark that when q = 0, a contrarian agent always follow the opposite opinion of the

global magnetization: buy (sell) when the majority sells (buy). As q increases, there is a

greater probability for the contrarian agent to follow the majority, adopting the opposite of

his inherent financial market strategy.

In the global-vote dynamics for financial markets, we recover the standard majority-vote

model on random graphs when the fraction of contrarians f is zero. In this case, we observe a

order-disorder phase transition at a critical point qc for each value of the average connectivity

〈k〉 in the thermodynamic limit N →∞ [17]. This f = 0 system presents an ordered phase,

with large clusters of agents that share the same opinion for values of noise q below the

critical point qc. By increasing q, the same opinion clusters fade, and the magnetization

(order parameter) approaches zero.

In this work, we analyze the global-vote dynamics for financial markets on random graphs

for several values of the average connectivity 〈k〉 and noise contrarian traders fraction f 6= 0.

We set q near qc(f = 0, 〈k〉) to model real-world market dynamics adequately since previous

investigations suggest the strong market phase emerge when the system is close to its critical

melting point [9, 32].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We perform Monte Carlo simulations on Erdös-Rényi random graphs of size N = 10201

and several values of the average connectivity 〈k〉. For the network of financial interactions,

we randomly place a fraction 1− f of noise trader on the network nodes, and we occupy the

remaining fraction f with noise contrarian agents. In this way, N = Nλ +Nα.
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This work considers that a real-world market presents a small fraction of noise contrarian

agents. To this extent, we investigate the influence of the noise contrarian agents for q near

its critical value for the f = 0 case, obtained in previous studies within several values of 〈k〉

[17], where our model exhibits key real-world market features [9]. Additionally, we consider

small values for the average number of connections of an agent in a market, i.e., small values

of 〈k〉, supported by the agreement between the data of real-world markets and the results

of our simulations.

The market dynamics evolve as follows. We select a randomly chosen agent and update

its opinion accordingly with the probabilities given by Eqs. (1) or (3) for a noise trader or a

noise contrarian agent, respectively. We repeat this process N times, thus defining a unity

of time in one Monte Carlo step (MCS). This way, each agent’s opinion is updated once on

average on one MCS. To discard the transient regime, we allow this dynamic to run during

103 MCS, and we perform our analysis in the subsequent 105 MCS.

In the financial context, we shall relate the global magnetization of the system to the

aggregate excess demand of a particular asset, for its impact on stock prices [32–34]. Thus

a positive demand (M > 0) causes prices to rise, while a negative demand (M < 0) causes

prices to fall. Moreover, markets that fluctuate around equilibrium [29] exhibit an average

excess demand that oscillates around zero.

The financial return time series represents the price variation of a given asset over time.

Positive (negative) returns relate to profit (loss) during the period of analysis. We quantify

the logarithmic return at a given time t as follows

r(t) = log [|M(t)|]− log [|M(t− 1)|] . (5)

In Figure 2, we present the logarithmic return for the closing values of the S&P 500 index

in US dollars, from Nov 01, 2012 to Dec 08, 2020. Similar to any other traditional asset,

the S&P 500 index depends mainly on market supply and demand, a fundamental financial

mechanism that yields several periods of strong return variations. Periods of significant

fluctuations of returns are compressed in time, denoting the clustered volatility effect for

the analyzed index price. This financial phenomenon is known as volatility clustering, and

it can be elucidated by Mandelbrot’s observation that “large changes tend to be followed by

large changes - of either sign - and small changes tend to be followed by small changes” [35].

Figure 2 also shows that the period around t = 1850 presents the most considerable
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time-series return volatility. It denotes the Coronavirus pandemic phase, where government

officials halted the economic activity. The panic and uncertainty triggered by the financial

impacts of such measures led to a expressive stock market crash [36, 37].

FIG. 2: Logarithmic returns for the daily closing price of S&P 500 index in US dollars from

Nov 01, 2012 to Dec 08, 2020. The high volatility observed for the period around t = 1850

represents the Coronavirus Stock Market Crash of 2020.

In Figure 3, we analyze the influence of the average connectivity 〈k〉 and the noise con-

trarian fraction f on the market order of the model on random graphs. Figure 3(a) exhibits

two distinct market phases: a “strong market phase” for f = 0.20 (dark blue), where the

system is highly volatile and the magnetization exhibits a irregular wave pattern; and a

“weak market phase” for f = 0.70 (yellow), where magnetization values are roughly ran-

domly distributed [9]. This result demonstrates that the increase of contrarians tends to

stabilize the market dynamics, where the high volatile periods are present but to a substan-

tially lower extent. Additionally, the increase of the agent’s average number of connections

〈k〉 also yields stochastic patterns for the market demand, but driving a contraction on the

amplitude of the fluctuations, as observed in Figure 3(b).

Figure 4, displays the logarithmic returns of the absolute value of the order parameter.

In financial markets, we define volatility as a measure of the variation around the average

returns observed in an asset’s time series. In this figure, we note intensive market fluctuations

for f = 0.20, embodied by the large spikes in the plot. The result also shows clustered
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FIG. 3: Time series of the order parameter M for two sets of parameters: (a) 〈k〉 = 6 for

q = 0.240, and (b) 〈k〉 = 50 for q = 0.411.

volatility, a real-world market feature. We observe that the presence of contrarians tends to

stabilize the market, indicated by attenuated fluctuations of the returns. Furthermore, when

comparing Figures 4(a) and 4(b), it becomes clear that increasing the average connectivity

of the network will similarly increase the market’s volatility and simultaneously deviate the

behavior from the expected of real-world financial markets. Figure 4 also shows that periods

of high volatility tend to be clustered, for lower values of f .

FIG. 4: Logarithmic returns of the absolute magnetization for (a) 〈k〉 = 6 and q = 0.240,

(b) 〈k〉 = 50 and q = 0.411.

In order to quantify the effects of volatility clustering, we shall compute the autocorrela-

tion of absolute returns as follows
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A(τ) =

∑T
t=τ+1

[
|r(t)| − |−r|

] [
|r(t− τ)| − |−r|

]
∑T

t=1

[
|r(t)| − |−r|

]2 , (6)

where 1 ≤ τ ≤ 105 MCS is the time-step difference between observations, T = 105 MCS

is the time of simulation, r(t) is the return at a time t and
−
r the average value of the

return. The function defined by Eq. (6) measures nonlinear correlations in observations of

the absolute value of log-returns as a function of the time delay between them. Figure 5

displays the autocorrelation for several values of f , and it shows that the returns present a

strong correlation in time with exponential decay [9, 32–34].

FIG. 5: Linear-log plot of the autocorrelation of absolute logarithmic returns for (a)

〈k〉 = 6 and q = 0.240, and (b) 〈k〉 = 8 and q = 0.275. The dashed red lines represent

exponential fits for the data.

To illustrate this exponential behavior, we perform an exponential fit of the autocorre-

lation function A(q, f, t) ∼ exp(−t/t0) for f = 0.20, and we obtain 1/t0 ≈ 2.5 × 10−7 and

1/t0 ≈ 3.0 × 10−7 for Figures 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. Other values for the fraction of

noise contrarians yield similar results.

In Figure 6, we compare the results of our model with real-world financial indices. We

calculate the autocorrelation function for the daily log-returns of the closing values of the

indices: Dow Jones (DJI) observed from Jan 29, 1985 to Dec 02, 2020; Ibovespa (BVSP)

observed from July 24, 1993 to Dec 02, 2020; Nikkei (N225) observed from Jan 05, 1980 to

Dec 02, 2020; S&P 500 (GSPC) observed from Jan 02, 1985 to Dec 02, 2020; Nasdaq (IXIC)

observed from Oct 01, 1985 to Dec 02, 2020. We analyze each index for roughly 7 × 103
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FIG. 6: Linear-log plot of the autocorrelation of absolute logarithmic returns of the closing

values for several financial indices. Also shown is the autocorrelation of absolute

log-returns for 〈k〉 = 6, q = 0.240 and f = 0.20 (dark blue).

days. We note that the returns for each investigated index display an expressive correlation

which decays exponentially in time.

Figure 7 displays the histogram of the log-returns for two sets of parameters and several

values of the noise contrarian fraction f in 105 MCS. The real-world market systems display

fat-tailed distributions as a reflection of lower non-zero probabilities of obtaining above or

below-average returns. We observe such behavior only for lower values of the fraction of

contrarians f , substantiating a real-world market region for our agent-based dynamics. To

quantify the return distributions, we perform a statistical analysis of the data. We obtain

that the kurtosis K(〈k〉 , f) for f = 0.20 (strong market phase) are K(6, 0.20) = 5.85 and

K(8, 0.20) = 4.98. For f = 0.70 (weak market phase), K(6, 0.70) = 2.41 and K(8, 0.70) =

2.37. We remark that for a normal distribution K = 3, thus, increasing the fraction of

contrarians f gradually shifts the system’s behavior, from a leptokurtic (fat-tailed) regime,

to a mesokurtic (Gaussian) regime.

To qualify the distributions of Figure 7, we perform a comparative normal quantile-

quantile (Q-Q) plot. Fig. 8 displays Q-Q plots for the distribution of log-returns using

several values for the fraction of fundamentalists f . The red line represents the expected

results of a Gaussian distribution, and if a particular distribution exhibits similar behavior,
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its data points should lie on that reference line. For lower values of f , for instance f ≤ 0.40,

both Figures 8(a) and 8(b) display a non-linear behavior in the Q-Q plot, thus indicating

that the distributions of log-returns feature fat-tails, and therefore, non-Gaussian. In such

distributions, one observes a greater chance of obtaining high return values than the expected

for normal distributions, consistent with real-world market systems [1].

FIG. 7: Distribution of logarithmic returns for 105 MCS and several values of the fraction

of contrarians f : (a) 〈k〉 = 6 and q = 0.240, and (b) 〈k〉 = 8 and q = 0.275.

FIG. 8: Normal quantile-quantile plots of the logarithmic return distributions for (a)

〈k〉 = 6 and q = 0.240, and (b) 〈k〉 = 8 and q = 0.275. Here we use 105 MCS.

Figure 9 displays the probability distribution of the absolute log-returns for several values

of f in 105 MCS with 〈k〉 = 6 and 〈k〉 = 8. We find that Student’s t-distributions can

depict the strong market’s phase data (f ≤ 0.40), while the weak market’s phase is well
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FIG. 9: Plot of the absolute log-return distributions F (q, f, r) for several values of the

fraction f and 105 MCS . The lines for f ≤ 0.40 correspond to Student’s t fits, whereas the

lines for f ≥ 0.5 correspond to Gaussian fits. We use (a) 〈k〉 = 6 and q = 0.240, and (b)

〈k〉 = 8 with q = 0.275.

fitted by Gaussian distributions [9]. Assuming that the mean values µ of the distributions

are zero, as illustrated by Figure 10, we perform generalized Student’s t fits for the data

S(r; ν, µ, σ) = S(r; ν, σ), where ν is the degree of freedom and σ represents the scale. The

function S is defined as follows

S(r; ν, σ) =
1√

νσ2B
(
ν
2
, 1
2

) (1 +
r2

νσ2

)− ν+1
2

, (7)

where

B

(
ν

2
,
1

2

)
=

∫ 1

0

t
ν
2
−1(1− t)−

1
2 dt, (8)

is the Beta function. Values obtained for the degree ν and scale σ are displayed in Table

I. As the fraction of contrarians increase, we find that the absolute log-return distributions

are well fitted by a Gaussian distribution g(r)

g(r) =
1

σ
√

2π
e−

1
2( r−µσ )

2

, (9)

where σ is the standard deviation and µ is the mean, which we shall consider as zero once

more. In Table II, we display the Gaussian fit information.

Figure 10 displays the cumulative distribution of logarithmic returns Φ for the data in
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〈k〉 = 6, q = 0.240 〈k〉 = 8, q = 0.275

f ν σ ν σ

0.20 5.0 ± 0.3 0.80 ± 0.01 3.0 ± 0.1 0.785 ± 0.008

0.25 7.4 ± 0.5 0.558 ± 0.006 6.3 ± 0.4 0.621 ± 0.006

0.30 12 ± 2 0.444 ± 0.006 10 ± 1 0.559 ± 0.008

0.40 13 ± 2 0.252 ± 0.005 38 ± 2 0.319 ± 0.006

TABLE I: Correlation between the scale σ and degree ν as a function of the fraction of

contrarians f, the average connectivity 〈k〉 and noise q.

105 MCS, from which we imply that the mean for the distributions remains zero for 〈k〉 = 6

with q = 0.240, and 〈k〉 = 8 with q = 0.275 for several values of f .

In Figure 11, we show the distribution of the absolute log-returns of the closing values

of several financial indices to the results found in our investigation. We analyze each index

for roughly 7× 103 days and use Student’s t-distributions to fit the data, represented by the

lines in the plots. In Table III, we show the values for the degree ν and scale σ. We note that

the degree of freedom primarily determines the shape of each distribution, and comparison

shows that our model behaves as the expected for real-world financial markets. On the other

hand, the scale parameter measures fluctuations around the mean of the distribution, and

〈k〉 = 6, q = 0.240 〈k〉 = 8, q = 0.275

f σ σ

0.50 0.1916 ± 0.0008 0.2254 ± 0.0009

0.70 0.1108 ± 0.0004 0.1284 ± 0.0005

TABLE II: Dependence of the standard deviation σ on the fraction f, on the average

connectivity 〈k〉 and on noise parameter q.
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FIG. 10: Plot of the cumulative distribution Φ of log-returns in 105 MCS for (a) 〈k〉 = 6

and q = 0.240, and (b) 〈k〉 = 8 and q = 0.275. In the inset we analyze the details of the

plot for values of r(t) near zero.

comparison displays a disparity in the order of magnitude obtained in the fits. Analyzing

Figures 2 and 4, we observe that the daily log-returns of financial markets are one order of

magnitude smaller than the log-returns obtained in our simulations, and thus accountable

for the divergence in the results. Hence, we observe that our model represents satisfactorily

real-world financial market behavior.

Index ν σ

Dow Jones 9.5 ± 0.2 0.01248 ± 8 ×10−5

Ibovespa 4.2 ± 0.3 0.0197 ± 6 ×10−4

Nikkei 15.3 ± 0.6 0.0202 ± 2 ×10−4

S&P 500 15.6 ± 0.5 0.0151 ± 1 ×10−4

Nasdaq 6.5 ± 0.3 0.0180 ± 3 ×10−4

TABLE III: Values for the scale σ and degree ν for several financial indices with Student’s

t fits.

We also perform an extensive investigation of the model for several values of the average

connectivity 〈k〉 and different values of the noise parameter q. Figure 12 displays a multi-
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FIG. 11: Plot of the absolute log-return distributions F (r) of the closing values of several

financial indices. Also shown is the absolute log-return distributions for 〈k〉 = 6, q = 0.240,

f = 0.20. The lines correspond to Student’s t fits.

plot table of the histograms of logarithmic returns for several (q, f, 〈k〉) triplets. Columns

correspond to values of q, below criticality q < qc(〈k〉) (left), at criticality q = qc(〈k〉) (center)

and above criticality with q > qc(〈k〉) (right). In this work, we use the values of q = qc(〈k〉)

obtained in previous investigations of the MVM on random graphs, where the fraction of

contrarian agents f is set to zero [17]. The values of noise above and below criticality are

taken to be qc(1± 10%).

We observe that distributions exhibit fat-tails for lower values of f , and especially for

small values of 〈k〉, i.e., 〈k〉 = 6 and 〈k〉 = 8, and at its correspondent critical value of q. On
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the contrary, such behavior is lost for higher values of the average connectivity and values

of q that deviate from criticality. This result illustrates and supports our choice for 〈k〉 and

qc used in this investigation.

FIG. 12: Distributions of logarithmic returns for several of the average degree of

connectivity 〈k〉 in the vicinity of qc(〈k〉) for several values of f : 0.20; 0.25; 0.30; 0.50; 0.70

(dark blue, purple, violet, pink, orange, yellow, respectively). Here, we use 105 MCS.

We conclude that the adoption of random graph networks on the global-vote model

for financial markets has demonstrated to be effective. Our model is able to reproduce
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qualitatively and quantitatively real-world market features for lower values of the average

connectivity 〈k〉 and near criticality q(〈k〉) = qc(〈k〉).

We remark that other combination of values for 〈k〉, f and q might yield similar results.

Nevertheless, our particular choice adopts simple key ideas: limited and small number of

interacting agents, near critical values of the noise parameter q and small number of con-

trarian agents in the market. Despite the model’s simplicity, it has shown its capability of

characterizing the mechanisms that drive social behavior and decision making in economic

systems.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS

This work proposes a generalization of the two-state global-vote model for financial mar-

kets on random networks. The global-vote model suggests that any stock market dynamics

consist primarily of different agent strategies driven by economic and social interactions.

In its standard version, the stock market consists of a heterogeneous population with two

distinct kinds of investors: noise traders, who follow the local majority of its neighbors, and

noise contrarian traders, influenced by the global minority of the system [9].

We aim to investigate the return’s distribution dependence on the average connectivity

〈k〉 of the random graph network. We relate variations of the global magnetization of

the system to the daily return of a given asset. Our simulations reproduce the typical

qualitative and quantitative real-world financial time series. Thus, yielding key features

as fat-tailed distributions of returns, volatility clustering and long-term memory volatility.

We demonstrate that higher values for the average connectivity 〈k〉, or the noise contrarian

fraction f , as well as values of q far from criticality, may eliminate similar real-world behavior

in our model.

This investigation combines two distinct fields of research - Econophysics and Sociophysics

- to better understand the mechanisms at play in the complexity of the human decision-

making process, which drives economic systems’ dynamics. Consequently, it demonstrates

advancements towards comprehending real-world heterogeneous complex systems, such as

financial markets.
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